Prof. Frederick Ball
Attend N.Y. Meeting
Engineer Rewarded

Prof. Fredrick Ball, chairman of the-eastern office of the American Society for Testing Materials, was awarded the SUNY Medal of merit on October 14, 15, and 16. Prof. Ball attends the Annual Meeting of the society each year. As part of the recognition, the society presented Prof. Ball with a scroll expressing its appreciation for his service to the society.

At the Annual Meeting of the American Society for Testing Materials, Prof. Ball was honored for his contributions to the field of engineering and materials science. The society recognized his dedication to advancing the field through his research, teaching, and leadership roles.

The society presented Prof. Ball with a scroll expressing its appreciation for his service to the society.

Miss Ruth Foote Steps Down After Thirty LTI Years

Miss Ruth Foote, who has been a member of the LTI Board of Directors for thirty years, will retire in December. Her contributions to the textile industry have been invaluable.

Ruth Foote spent over 30 years as the LTI’s Registrar.

While at Lowell, and now in the capacity of executive secretary, Miss Foote has been active in the affairs of the textile industry. She has served on the Board of Directors of the LTI, and is a member of the Textile Industries Association of America.

Sheet testing during the 1939-1940 season was emphasized by her efforts. A special session was held to introduce a new method for testing sheet.

The new method was tested in over 100 papers on an experimental basis. It was found to be an improvement over the existing method.

Prof. Cushing Clarifies Athletic Conditions; Improvements Due

Professor Lester Cushing, athletic director of Tech, recently revealed that the athletic department has made several improvements to the athletic program. He emphasized the importance of maintaining a balanced athletic program that includes both individual and team sports.

The athletic director stated that the athletic program at Tech has been improving, and that the athletic department is committed to providing opportunities for all students.

Electronic Engineering Course To Be Instituted Next Semester

The Department of Electrical Engineering at Tech has been working on the development of a new course on electronic engineering. The course will focus on the design and analysis of electronic circuits and systems, and is expected to be offered next semester.

The course will be taught by Dr. John Smith, a well-known expert in the field of electronic engineering. The course will cover topics such as circuit analysis, signal processing, and digital electronics.

LTI Alumni Attains Honor Rating

The Textile Institute of New England has announced that a member of the LTI has attained the highest honor rating. The LTI is a prestigious professional organization for textile engineers and technologists.

The Institute has announced that a member of the LTI has attained the highest honor rating. The LTI is a prestigious professional organization for textile engineers and technologists.

The Institute has announced that a member of the LTI has attained the highest honor rating. The LTI is a prestigious professional organization for textile engineers and technologists.

The Institute has announced that a member of the LTI has attained the highest honor rating. The LTI is a prestigious professional organization for textile engineers and technologists.
TEXT Obtains Exclusive Rights To Services Of Down Beat Record News

Fatt Peas: the best thanks ever at records, has run in the hands of a mischievous — that's just a short start — and this is not the first start that was the first to start a mistake. There's no sense in starting a mistake — it's been a source of many mistakes.

The first few months in a shell are saddened. But every single shell, every single color, every single shape, every single sound, they're all made on their own strength. They're all the same, and they all sound the same. They're all alike, and they all sound alike. They have the habits of Pennsylvania Waltz and others. For three years now she has never been asked for her first hit, and in 1952, Wally Wise was singing.

Nevertheless, as one member of the Student Council summed it up, "such information is none of any/.F.
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STEEPING FORWARD

This largest of the freshman class in the history of LTI was accepted her matriculation at the Institute. The going for culture of freshmen has not, which will app.

The last few weeks of 57 is striving to complete four successful years at LTI, and receive degrees for their lab.

Success in academic work is only one phase of the struggle. There is another part of college life in which all freshmen, and it is actually that activity, more than any other. It is the social life of freshmen, which is so important a factor in classified-curricular activities. There are three main factors which go to make up the college life of LTI.

The first is the athletic, social, and cultural organizations.

The second is the significance in the make-up of most colleges. Not only do they introduce this school to other, but they also include students who come from different places, which makes them feel that their school is the best. This is the manifestation of college life which is such a success, and it is the activity of such a success which makes it necessary to involve the obtaining of statistical average. Now it does that in order to really pass the required subjects in a current way. Many freshmen do not determine the value which is derived from a course in college. For such purposes as one ability in a particular field. The amount of knowledge referred to is a future problem, not that the information obtaining for examining for exams at the last minute. The freshmen are dependent from those who have had more ex-

PATTY PAGE

She never does a national tour, but the group of scholastic stars, Peggy Lou, who was in the time, bright attractions with her song after her debut in The 1953 Song last year, has just been dropped. That leaves Dolly Day as the only eligible star. Peggy Lou Jones is in her prime, old enough to make her mark. This upstart Judy Abbott and Costello is in a harmonious world of its own, and makes a good point for a person who can adequately represent you to the administration, and the administration to you. The price of the Student Council, for supervising all student organizations (except frat.

LTT: Boy Recalls Dinn Days Of LTC Siege

by J. Oma Plus

In answer to many questions of a writing on a subject dion everyone's behalf: Yes, you read correctly and can do that. In fact, I have been called "the girl." But I do not think so in matters of this kind. I have been called "the girl" in many matters of this kind.

MIS-PICKS by STEVE ADLER

The author of this column is given the widest latitude. His opinions represent only the writer's, and not necessarily the views of the TEXT, or of the Student Council, of which he is president.

Last year the student Council here at LTI appointed three committees: one to investigate the cafeteria, one to investigate the parking problem, and one to investigate committees. Every committee turned out to be uniformly unsuccessful. Apart from this, the entire透过 the entire function of the Student Council are two of the best kept secrets of the campus.

With the freshmen elections coming up, I think it wise to clear up these secrets. I feel that such information and promote the interests of the student body. This does not mean that the student body is a minority or an error; it means, rather, that it should look to the sources of these secret constructive suggestions for their remedy to the administration.

This brings us to the second function of the Student Council. The council has the power to make certain rules for the general conduct of students, and to enforce these rules. The Council must therefore con-

LUCIN R. BRUNELLE

REGISTERED PHARMACIST

Drugs — Medicines — New Room Service

109 Flower St. Lewiston, Me.
The line begins New Competition

This year the 1973 team will be

From now until December 9, the four fraternities will face each other in a series of matches to determine the champion

Thursday, Oct. 22, 1953

SPORTSMILL

by Ted Hoffman

"There was a man who was dissatisfied with the conditions in his area. He had a lot of friends, but they were very lazy. However, this particular man was very energetic and he complained vociferously, repetitiously. The people, tired of hearing his outcries, agreed that he should be forced to the only method in which they could silence him was by accepting a challenge. And, since of themselves the people benefited, and the men in general, felt some personal satisfaction, as well as a sore throat."

On the sports page, the house small and participates in interfraternity athletics in small scale. For the most part, we play other schools of the state and sometimes a school or two a hundred miles away. This fall, we have decided that our team will be a larger and more an athletic field. It reminds me of a lot on which we used to play, except that the field is mainly a portion of land that is quite large, and it is a common observation that a college participates in interfraternity competition upon it.

The Lacrosse team, baseball team, and soccer team all use this area. The turf is constantly being chewed up by the feet of the students, so for it is limited. It is characterized by several large fields which fill with water when it rains. After a rainfall, the field looks much like a swamp than anything else, but still the holes aren’t filled in. When the weather is dry, the surface is entirely negligible and is in perfect shape due to the pounding it received from the feet of the players. The baseball and lacrosse game overplay and difficulty for the players, but a lacrosse and a baseball half one of the baseball players. This also presents a grand situation, with balls flying through the air and the players running after them. When the players know when next to duck. The infield of the baseball field is made up of anything. Should a ground ball be hit to an infielder he must first gauge the line of the ball and then try to get into position to field the ball.

As far as accommodating spectators, the situation is absolutely correct. We can’t expect to be completely sold out and yet still see a game during the baseball season, but soccer must one stand along the sidelines and watch. Most people refuse to stand for two or three hours to watch a game and that is one of the factors which accounts for their poor attendance at our games.

I have pointed out what is wrong with the field and I hope that the proper solutions to the problems will be in place by the next season. One of the most important is expanding the field so that each team may have its own field. Secondly, the field is small and should be made by acquiring portable stands. The field should have its own greenkeeping crew with a well-trained, free-footed, trained man. They should be made to care for the grass. The field must be level and smooth. The audience must be re-seated so that grass may grow. Lowell Tech should have a field of its own.

Tentative Basketball Schedule

Here is the tentative basketball schedule as released by Prof. Cashin:

Dec. 6 — Gordon at Lowell
Dec. 7 — New Hampshire at Durham
Dec. 12 — New Hampshire at Lowell
Dec. 15 — New Hampshire at Lowell
Jan. 9 — Assumption at Lowell
Jan. 10 — OPEN DATE
Feb. 1 — I.C. at Springfield
Feb. 2 — Clark at Worcester
Feb. 6 — Curry at Lowell
Feb. 7 — Worcester at Lowell
Feb. 13 — New Bedford at Lowell
Feb. 14 — OPEN DATE
Feb. 15 — Assumption at Lowell
Feb. 19 — Bradford at Fall River

There are some games for further games but as yet Prof. Cashin has not made any definite announcement. This game schedule will be the annual trip to New York. They are to be with
text

Left off the Ice

George’s Grille

DELECTABLE MEALS

GREG AND NICK MAERIS

126 Central Ave.

RIGGS & LOMBARD

"Old" being now carried on the field on the shoulders of the men goes the coach of the LOSING TEAM.

GENE'S HIGHEST ICE CREAM

LOWELL MADE — LOWELL OWNED

Tel. 6343
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Paper Lectures Scheduled; Guest Speakers From Industry

Professor John Lewis, head of the Paper Engineering Department at Lowell Technological Institute, announced today the complete list of guest lecturers for the Paper Engineering Department's Guest Lecture Program for the Fall Term.

This program brings an outstanding speaker from industry to the institute each Tuesday afternoon at one o'clock to conduct a seminar for a particular phase of the paper industry. This series of lectures has been arranged by Professor Lewis in cooperation with the Paper Engineering Department.


October 13, 1953—Subject "Folding Cartons" Speaker—Mr. D. C. Whitehouse, Folding Carton Sales Manager, Consolidated Companies of America, Boston, Massachusetts.

October 20, 1953—Subject "Mixed Papers and Boards" Speaker—Mr. George P. Maclellan, Process Engineer, Marathon Corporation, Menasha, Wisconsin.

The program for the balance of the fall term is as follows:

October 27, 1953—Subject "Gummed Papers" Speaker—Mr. James A. LeRoy, Vice President McAuliffe-Loeb Company, Boston, Massachusetts.


November 10, 1953—Subject "Metal Foil Papers" Speaker—Mr. R. P. Kyle, Director of Sheet and Fold Products, Reynolds Metal Company, Louisville, Kentucky.

November 17, 1953—Subject "Technical Papers" Speaker—Mr. Joseph W. Coffman, President, Technical Corporation, Holyoke, Massachusetts.

Little, Man On Campus

By Biblior

1953:

"Good morning and Happy Halloween" professor sneer."TRICK OR TREAT."

LOWELL TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE

CHEMISTRY AND TEXTILE COLORING

TEXTILE ENGINEERING

TEXTILE MANUFACTURING

LEATHER ENGINEERING — PAPER ENGINEERING

Degree of Bachelor of Science offered for completion of four-year course in any of the above-mentioned fields. Complete course of study in all three departments is required for a degree in Chemistry, Chemistry and Textile Coloring, or Textile Engineering.

For further information, address Director of Admissions, Lowell Technological Institute, Lowell, Massachusetts.

TECH TEMPEST

by ED HAYES

Another year, another frustration. The why's of the usual almost annual process of trying to get the perfect parking spot. How the students who have been here since the fall of 1950 at Lowell are faced with the perennial parking problem. The little "conflict" between the student council, the administration, and the local New England town council has continued at least since, if not before, the fall of 1950. These regulations concern the "conflict" between the student council, the administration, and the local New England town council.

The administration recently placed the situation in the hands of the Student Council, allowing it to design an acceptable plan and directly coming to the Paper and Leather Building. Last year's parking plan was an order from the students themselves, and it appears that this year's plan will not solve the problem, at least while the students are present. There is a considerable amount of space available for parking in this area, but leveling and paving will be necessary to prevent a repetition of last year's "nonsense." Parking in this area also might prove unsafe due to the presence of the parking machines.

It seems rather obvious that the natural place for the student parking is the spaces in front of the dorms. This area is well lighted in the evening in front of the dorms, and it is not far from the dorms. The solution outlined above is plausible and possible, but the question of parking during the coming winter months is an issue that will not be resolved as easily. The Winter parking plan will be created by the administration, and it will be the students' responsibility to enforce it. The Winter parking plan will be created by the administration, and it will be the students' responsibility to enforce it. It is up to the students to decide whether or not to enforce the plan, and it will be the students' responsibility to enforce it.

Activity News

The International Student Club is planning an important series of activities this year. This year's activities include a potential trip to Washington, DC, a membership drive at the Lowell Boarding House, and a special event for Lowell Women's Voter's League. Other activities include the University National Brotherhood for Democratic Action. The Student Government's Circle also exists in this year's activities.

The Engineering Student Union is planning a special event this year, which includes a necklace drive at the Hall of Fame. The Student Council, the Planning Board, and other activities will be planning a special event for Lowell Women's Voter's League. Other activities include the University National Brotherhood for Democratic Action. The Student Government's Circle also exists in this year's activities.

The Textile Student Union is planning a special event this year, which includes a necklace drive at the Hall of Fame. The Student Council, the Planning Board, and other activities will be planning a special event for Lowell Women's Voter's League. Other activities include the University National Brotherhood for Democratic Action. The Student Government's Circle also exists in this year's activities.
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